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2.Once the lnvisiQi locator sticker size is selected,
trace within lines to mark your lnvisiQi location
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3.Place lnvisiQi sticker locator on top
of bench
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2.Trace along guide indicators to mark the outline
position for lnvisiQi device to be mounted under bench
3.Attach double sided adhesive sticker to the back of the
lnvisiQi device (back has technical specification printed on it)
4.Install the lnvisiQi to the underside of the
bench (WTX logo should be facing the floor)
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2.Trace along guide indicators to mark the outline
position for lnvisiQi device to be mounted under bench

Optional anti-theft
screws

3.Attach double sided adhesive sticker to the back of the
lnvisiQi device (back has technical specification printed on it)
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4.Install the lnvisiQi to the underside of the
bench (WTX logo should be facing the floor)
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Designed in Australia, it’s secretly mounted underneath a table or bench top
and can fast charge at 10w wirelessly through any organic surface.

Dimensions
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2.Once the lnvisiQi locator sticker size is selected,
trace within lines to mark your lnvisiQi location
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Sticker Installation

Installation Guide
Single Table:
(A/C)

Table/Furniture Installation

2.

1: Mount and align the “InvisiQi” to the underside of
Table, Bench or Furniture.

3.

2: If required use the 1m “Extension Cables”
to reach the desired Mounting Location of
the “InvisiQi”.

4.
5.

3: Connect the “Multi-Adaptor” to the nearest
A/C power.
4: Use as many of the provided “Mounting Clips”
to neatly secure the cables.
5: Place and align the provided “Charging Locator”
stickers as per the installation guide to the
above/top surface.

Sticker Usage

45mm

20mm charging area

Max 10mm

Charging locator and
consequenty Charging Device
must be aligned within 10mm
to centre of InvisiQi Device
for optimal charging
performance.

Charging Locator sticker must
be aligned to centre of InvisiQi
Device for optimal charging
performance.

Charging locator and
consequenty Charging Device
must be aligned within 10mm to
centre of InvisiQi Device for
optimal charging performance.

Frequently asked questions
1. My device is not charging
Position the smartphone or wireless charging compatible device on the locator. Please
locator.

QR Code
For information, training tutorials & videos on how to use your InvisiQi Wireless Under Bench Charger,
visit our WTX- What’s Trending Accessories YouTube channel or alternatively scan our QR code below

28mm+

15-28mm

<15mm

100mm

Residential / Light Duty Locator Sticker

Die-cut transparent yet durable sticker designed
specifically for home use. Can be easily applied and
removed. Recommended to install on smoooth surfaces.

Thickness of bench must
not be greater than 28mm,
otherwise this will impact
optimal charging
performance.

Thickness of bench must be
between 15-28mm for
optimal charging
performance.

Thickness of bench must
not be less than 15mm,
otherwise this will impact
optimal charging
performance.

https://youtube.com/channel/UCv-tN5WFS09qoAb54iuU2Ww

www.invisiqi.com.au

45mm

100mm

The charger and phone are correctly positioned but doesn’t charge and there is no
activation sound when powered on.

Why does it charge slower than the adaptor that came with my mobile phone ?

InvisiQi
Max 10mm

Commercial / Heavy Duty Locator Sticker

Durable transparent sticker used for heavy traffic areas,
mostly for use in Airports, Office’s, Bar’s and Cafe’s.
Strong adhesive which may leave a sticky residue on
furniture once removed.

he invisiQi should not be disassembled or exposed to water as this will cause a short
circuit.
Do not expose the invisiQi to excessive humid or corrosive environments to avoid circuit
damage and leakage.
Do not expose the charger to magnetic cards (ID cards or bank cards etc) to avoid
damaging the card.
Keep medical devices away from the invisiqi a minimum of 15cm distance is
recommended.
Please use the supplied power adapter otherwise inefficient electrical input might cause
charger instability.

sticker and place invisiQi within
the lines you have traced

Scan Here

Multi Adaptor
13mm (H)

35mm (H)

125mm (W)

140mm (L)

125mm (W)

Multi Adaptor

4x Multi InvisiQi connector.
Connect 4x devices to a
single power source.

(b)

(a)

(e)

(A/C)

Extension Cable

4x 1 meter extension cables.
Extend your power source
in 1 meter lenghts.

(e)
(b)

(A/C)

(d)

(c)

(d)

(c)

(a)

Board Room:

Long Bench:

1: “Multi-Adaptor” (e) mounted under table.

1: “Multi-Adaptor” mounted under table closest
to power A/C.

4x InvisiQi with Multi- Adapter Installation

2: Connect the 4x “Multi-Adaptor” cables to
4x “InvisiQi Devices” (a,b,c &d).

Accessories

InvisiQi
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template around
until magnets are
aligned

Low frequency magnetic resonance
125mm(d) x 14.5mm(h) / 227g
near 120kHz
DC 24V/1A
75mm
20mm
15-28mm
5V/1A: 7.5V/1A: 9V/1.1A
1 Pcs
2G
Qi
Over-voltage, over-current, over-temperature
protection foreign object detection function
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2.Once the lnvisiQi locator sticker size is selected,
trace within lines to mark your lnvisiQi location

Installation Guide

Tech
Size/weight
Resonant frequency
Input voltage/current
Coil diameter
Charging area
Charging distance
Output voltage/current
Number of simultaneous charging
Communication standard (optional)
Compatable standards
Protective function

Place locator
sticker within
the lines of the

125mm (L)

v

Multi Adapter with Extension Cables Installation

2: Connect first “Multi Cable” to first “InvisiQi” (a).

3: If required use the 1m “Extension Cables”
to reach the desired Mounting Location of
the “InvisiQi”.

3: Using “Extension Cables”, connect as many
cables required to achieve the desired
length of “InvisiQi”.

4: Connect the “Multi-Adaptor” to the nearest A/C
power.

4: Repeat this process for remaining available
“Multi Cables” (b,c & d) until 4x “InvisiQi’s” are
connect to the “Multi-Adaptor”.

5: Use as many of the provided “Mounting Clips”
to neatly secure the cables.
6: Place and align the provided “Charging Locator”
stickers as per the installation guide to the
above/top surface.

5: Use as many of the provided “Mounting Clips”
to neatly secure the cables.
6: Place and align the provided “Charging Locator”
stickers as per the installation guide to the
above/top surface.

